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Abstract

Flying a drone is not an easy task, usually requiring a trained pilot. In this paper a vision based
strategy is presented, designed to work fully onboard a pocket drone, for autonomously tracking and
following a person. With the presented system it is possible to use a drone for filming or taking pictures
from previously inaccessible places without the need for a person controlling the aircraft. The system
is comprised by two main components, a tracker and a control system. The tracker has the function of
estimating the position of the person to be followed, while the control system gets the drone near that
person. Limited by payload weight, power consumption and processing power, the system results in a
delicate balance between these constraints. The main contributions of this paper are the comparison
between two state-of-the-art visual trackers running on paparazzi, Struck and KCF, the control system
that uses the output location of the tracker to perform the person following task, and a new tracker,
developed to be as computationally light as possible, so that it can run onboard a small pocket drone,
based on HOG feature extraction, it uses logistic regression to train a detector on the appearance of a
person. Both KCF and Struck proved too demanding to run onboard the drone, while the new tracker
runs fully onboard, producing very promising results.

1. Introduction
In the last few years, drones have become relatively
inexpensive, leading to a growing number of appli-
cations for them. Their agility and ability to reach
previously inaccessible places makes them partic-
ularly attractive for applications such as gathering
aerial footage, for cinema and television, and in par-
ticular for sports coverage. These tasks usually con-
sist of following a moving target, either a person or
an object, and consistently pointing a camera at
them. However, drones are notoriously difficult to
control, requiring highly skilled trained pilots for
their safe operation, so it is not straightforward to
use them for the purpose of target-following.

An alternative to manually piloting the drone is
having it fly autonomously. This is a very active
field of research, and in the context of following a
moving target, the main challenges are detecting
and tracking the position of the target, and guiding
the drone towards it. Recently, commercial prod-
ucts have been developed for this task, like the Lily
Drone [4], the AirDog [1], or the Hexo+ [2]. These
rely on GPS markers on the target which transmit
their position back to the drone. Although this so-
lution works mostly fine outdoors, it does not work
in GPS-denied environments, making it unsuitable
for indoor applications, among others.

To overcome this limitation, a vision-based sys-
tem can be used instead. Object detection and
tracking is an extensively studied problem in the
computer vision literature, and many different
methods have been developed to detect the in-
frame position of the person or object that is being
tracked.

Vision-based tracking is a very complex task,
dealing with a number of different problems
[26] [28], namely illumination changes, occlusions,
changes to the appearance of the object, and the
motion of both camera and target. By imposing
constraints on the tracking problem, such as assum-
ing that the movement of the target is smooth, with
small displacements, or that a person has mostly an
upright position, tracking strategies can be simpli-
fied. In cases where the camera has a fixed posi-
tion, subtracting the background from the image
can greatly simplify the problem, as it becomes
much easier to identify moving objects in the scene.

Some trackers continuously update the model of
the target online, resulting in a greater accuracy,
due to the increased robustness to changes in the
scene, as well as in the appearance of the target
itself. Failure detection and redetection capabili-
ties also add greatly to tracking robustness as it
allows the tracker to reinitialise when the task de-
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teriorates below a certain threshold. Though often
used strategies, they may be too demanding to al-
low for smooth onboard running of the algorithm.

But visual trackers are, in general, computation-
ally demanding, and when the purpose is to run it
onboard a MAV, special care has to be taken, due to
its limited memory, processing power, and energy
consumption. A delicate balance has to be main-
tained between these constraints, and the accuracy
of the tracker. A commonly employed solution to
this problem is sending the images from the cam-
era to a ground-station, e.g. a personal computer,
where the heavy calculations are performed, and
then send the steering controls back to the drone.
However, the use of a ground station is often im-
practical due to its reduced portability, eliminating
one of the main virtues of using a drone for this
task.

As far as we are aware of, no previous vision-
based tracker implementation has managed to work
fully onboard an inexpensive drone, without the
assistance of a special feature to identify the tar-
get that is being followed, and distinguish it from
others. In this work, we aim at a system which
does not require such special identifiers on the tar-
get, and that works fully onboard a small pocket
drone, highly limited in both memory and process-
ing power. We ported two state of the art track-
ers into the Paparazzi UAV [21] [23] autopilot sys-
tem, namely Struck [17] and KCF [18], and tested
them on a Parrot Bebop drone. Both trackers are
discriminative, and update the model of the target
online with each new frame, making them very ro-
bust, but computationally unsuitable for onboard
use. We then develop a simple tracking algorithm,
designed to be computationally efficient, so that it
can run onboard a pocket drone. This tracker is
based on tracking by detection, and uses HOG fea-
tures to describe the model of the person, a logistic
regression classifier is trained offline with a few hun-
dred images of both positive and negative examples
of people.

The remainder of the paper is organised as fol-
lows. In section 2 an overview of the related work
is presented and in section 3 the hardware used in
the project is described. Section 4 gives a detailed
explanation of the visual trackers and section 5 ex-
plains the control system design. In section 6 we
have the experimental results and finally in section
7 the conclusions and future work.

2. Related Work
There have been many previous vision-based ap-
proaches to the task of using a drone for person
and object following. Most works use very similar
control policies, achieving good results with a sim-
ple PID controller. What distinguishes the different
systems is the tracker, used to estimate the posi-

tion of the target. A recent survey by Smeulders
et al [26] reviews and makes a detailed comparison
between 19 of the most used and cited trackers in
the literature. All the trackers are evaluated under
the same test conditions, using 12 different perfor-
mance metrics. In the following review we focus on
the simplest trackers and on the ones that perform
best.

Some of the simpler tracking strategies are based
on colour thresholding, images are filtered in order
to identify the target by its colour. The methods
are not very robust, having difficulties with tracking
targets with similar colours to those of the back-
ground. Dang et al [12] use colour thresholding
to track and follow a small red object from above.
Even though such a system should be capable of
running entirely onboard the AR Drone they used,
they actually perform the computations offboard,
using a ground station.

In recent work, Smedt et al [13] develop a sys-
tem to track and follow a walking person, onboard
a UAV, using a colour-based particle filter as a
tracker, and the Aggregate Channel Feature (ACF)
[14] detector. The detector is used to reinitialise the
tracker whenever its confidence level drops below a
certain threshold, increasing the overall robustness
of the system. To increase the speed of the detector,
the ground plane is estimated, and used to reduce
the region over which the target is searched.

More sophisticated methods have been developed
to deal with the problems of the previously pro-
posed colour based techniques. The two trackers
that performed best in the survey by Smeulders
were Struck [17] and TLD [19].

The Struck tracker was developed by Hare et
al [17]. It makes use of a support vector machine
(SVM), trained on the appearance of each training
example, as well as on the translation from the pre-
vious detection. By incorporating translations on
the learning phase, the algorithm is able to directly
output the position of the new detection, unlike tra-
ditional trackers, which output a score correspond-
ing to the likelihood of each tested location. We
used Struck in some of our experiments, a more de-
tailed description is given in section 4.1.

More recently, Kalal et al developed the TLD
tracking framework, consisting of 3 components:
a Tracker, a Learning component, and a Detec-
tor. The main purpose of the tracker is estimating
the motion of the target between successive frames.
However, should the target move too much, pos-
sibly even getting out of sight, the detector then
starts scanning each new frame independently, in
order to find the target again and reinitialise the
tracker. The learning component trains the detec-
tor based on the performance of both the tracker
and the detector, discriminating the appearance of
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the target against the background, through the use
of positive and negative training examples.

However, the TLD algorithm is computationally
very demanding, and it is currently unfeasible to
run it onboard a consumer drone. In the work by
Pestana et al [22], a ground station is used to run
the TLD algorithm on the images sent by an AR
Drone 2.0. The control commands are then gener-
ated by a PD controller, and sent back to the drone.
Similar work has been performed by Bart et al [6],
again using a ground station for offboard computing
of the TLD tracker.

Many trackers are based on the Histogram of Ori-
ented Gradients (HOG) feature descriptor, which
was introduced by Dalal and Trigs [8], and origi-
nally used to train a SVM for pedestrian detection.
It has since been widely used in various branches of
computer vision, for object and people detection.
Danelljan et al [10] worked on a person-following
framework, composed by an Adaptive Color Tracker
[11], and a SVM trained on HOG features to re-
cover from tracking failures. All computations are
performed on a ground station.

In Haag et al [16], two correlation filter-based
trackers are used for person pursuit, using a low cost
quadcopter, and the algorithms themselves running
offboard. They extend the DSST [9] and KCF [18]
tracking algorithms with target loss detection and
redetection capabilities. Both trackers make use of
HOG features for improved results, when compared
with simple pixel intensity values. KCF is one of the
trackers used in our work, and a detailed explana-
tion of the algorithm is given in section 4.2.

From the wide variety of approaches used by the
various works in the literature, we observe that no
solution has yet emerged as the single best strat-
egy for the task of target-following using a drone.
Most of the systems make use of a ground station
to perform the intensive computations, sacrificing
mobility, and the ones that do manage to perform
the calculations onboard require powerful special-
ized hardware, usually not found in small inexpen-
sive drones.

3. Hardware

Throughout the course of this work we made use of
two hardware platforms, the Parrot Bebop and the
pocket drone equipped with a stereo camera.

3.1. Parrot Bebop

The bebop is a commercially available platform. It
uses a Parrot P7 dual-core CPU Cortex A9, a Quad
core GPU and 8 Gb of flash memory. The camera
has a Fisheye lens 180◦1/2,3 with 1920x1080p pixel
definition, that works up to 30 fps.

Figure 1: Pocket drone with the stereo camera at-
tached.

3.2. Pocket Drone & Stereo Camera
The pocket drone is a very small and light air-
craft, it only weighs 43 grams when equipped with
a stereo-vision camera, seen in Fig. 1. The algo-
rithms runs directly on the stereoboard, the board
that does the processing of the images, which is lim-
ited to 196kB of memory with a processor speed of
168MHz. The camera has an horizontal field of view
of 57,4◦and can handle a maximum frame rate of 30
frames per second. The maximum pixel resolution
of the images is 660× 492 though we use a smaller
resolution image of 128× 96.

4. Visual Trackers
In this section, we give a detailed explanation of
each of the trackers we used in our experiments,
namely the Struck [17] and KCF [18] trackers, and
the Pocket Tracker, that we developed to work on-
board the Pocket Drone.

Both Struck and KCF are adaptive trackers, us-
ing information provided in the first and following
frames to build a model of the target, with no need
for a pre-trained detector. The pocket tracker works
differently, it was trained offline in the task of peo-
ple detection, and is consequently less robust than
the other two.

Most trackers, including the three we present, use
a bounding box to identify the target, giving infor-
mation not only of its position within the image
frame, but also its size. An example can be seen in
Fig. 3(a).

4.1. Struck
The authors of Struck [17] make a few comments on
what they see as shortcomings of traditional adap-
tive tracking by detection approaches. Learning
is usually decoupled from the information on the
translation from the previous detection, based only
on a binary label given to each training example.
Moreover, examples are equally weighted, indepen-
dent of the level of overlap with the bounding box
of the tracker. Small inaccuracies during tracking
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Figure 2: General overview of the tracking and following process.

can lead to poorly labeled examples, which worsens
the tracker in the training phase, in turn leading
to cyclic deterioration of the tracker. Usual strate-
gies to generate training samples are based on fixed
rules, such as considering the predicted location in
the current frame as a positive training sample, and
locations that are a certain distance from this loca-
tions as negative samples. This is an error prone
strategy, as there is no control on what the nega-
tive samples look like, these samples may result in
deterioration of the performance of the tracker.

The framework of Struck is built to deal with
these issues, instead of learning a classifier, its
prediction function directly estimates the objects
transformation between each frame. The output
space becomes all possible object transformations
inside a search region, instead of binary labels ±1.

The prediction function is learned in a structured
output SVM [7] [27]. SVMs keep both positive and
negative samples from previous frames, called sup-
port vectors, a frame for which support vectors have
been kept is called a support pattern.

In the optimisation process of the prediction func-
tion, a loss function that depends on the level of
overlap with the current bounding box is incorpo-
rated. By doing so, they manage to differentiate
negative samples that have significant overlap with
the bounding box from those that have little or
no overlap, addressing their comment on giving the
same weight to all negative samples.

Three main optimisation stages perform the
maintenance of the support vectors, namely
ProcessNew, ProcessOld and Optimize.
ProcessNew processes a new example, hav-
ing the ability to add both positive and negative
support vectors, while ProcessOld, as the name
indicates, goes back to a previous support pattern,
only having the capacity to add negative support
vector or change the coefficients associated with
the existing support vectors. Unlike ProcessNew
and ProcessOld, the Optimize stage cannot
add support vectors, only change the coefficients
associated with a existing support pattern, being
as such the less expensive operation among the
three. Each full cycle of Struck runs ProcessNew
once, and multiple instances of ProcessOld and
Optimize.

The last big component of the tracker is its bud-
get maintenance system. In SVMs the number of
support vectors is not bounded, in a task like track-
ing they can grow indefinitely if a mechanism is not

incorporated to deal with the maintenance of sup-
port vectors. With more support vectors, storage
and computational costs grow, ProcessNew and
ProcessOld also become more costly operations. In
Struck, the budget maintenance process is run every
time a new support vector may have been added, it
checks whether or not the number of SVs has ex-
ceeded the budget limit, and if it has, the support
vector that causes the smallest change to the norm
of the weight vector is removed, causing little im-
pact on the performance of the tracker.

As in support vector machine algorithms, by us-
ing different kernel function they can implement dif-
ferent features as well as a combination of more than
one. In their experiments they make use of features
like raw pixel intensities, Haar features and inten-
sity histogram features, obtaining the best results
for the combination of Haar features with inten-
sity histograms. The overall structure of Struck,
incorporating translations directly on the learning
phase, together with their support vectors optimi-
sation and budgeting mechanisms made for some of
the best results among current adaptive trackers.

4.2. KCF
The tracker proposed by Henriques [18] deals with
what they consider to be the main factor inhibiting
performance in trackers, the undersampling, espe-
cially of negative samples. In most modern trackers,
incorporating more samples comes at both a com-
putational and memory cost, and as such they usu-
ally try to add as many samples as possible, while
maintaining both costs viable.

KCF manages to incorporate thousands of sam-
ples, and even though it is based on Kernel Ridge
Regression as proposed by [24], it manages to break
the "Curse of Kernelization”. The samples are gen-
erated by a specific translation model, circulant ma-
trices, which in the Fourier domain allows for a fast
learning algorithm. The tracker can also use multi-
ple features, e.g. HOG features, which results in an
increment to its performance.

Training samples are generated by a base sam-
ple that is used as a positive example, then multi-
ple negative samples result from translations of that
base sample. The aforementioned circulant matrix
results from making each of its lines the base sam-
ple with increasing translations. What makes the
use of circulant matrices so appealing is that these
matrices become diagonal by discrete Fourier trans-
forming them.
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Working in the Fourier domain with training data
in the format of circular shifts allows for the sim-
plification of linear regression, matrices become di-
agonal and all operations become element-wise on
the diagonal elements.

Powerful non-linear regression functions can be
used with the kernel trick, the optimisation problem
maintains its linearity, in the dual space, with the
downside that now the complexity of the resulting
regression function grows with the number of sam-
ples, the "curse of kernelization". By proving that
the kernel matrix is circulant for certain kernel func-
tions, including Gaussian, Linear and Polynomial,
among others, and working in the Fourier domain
the regression problem is greatly accelerated.

The detection phase is also significantly acceler-
ated. By modelling the patches that are to be tested
by cyclic shifts, the entire detection response can be
computed very fast, again in the Fourier domain.

The dual formulation of the problem allows for
easy implementation of multiple channels, like HOG
features, by simply summing the results for each
channel in the Fourier domain. As referred before,
the use of HOG features gives a good performance
enhancement. Modelling samples with translations
and making the resulting data and kernel matri-
ces circulant allowed KFC to be one of the fastest
state-of-the-art trackers, with speeds of hundreds
of frames per second when compared to the low
frame rates of other state-of-the-art trackers, such
as Struck.

The code for the paparazzi implementation of
both KCF and Struck is made available and can
be found in [3].

4.3. Pocket Tracker
The stereoboard is extremely limited in terms of
processing power and memory capacity, as shown
in section 3.2. Both Struck and KCF are too de-
manding to run onboard the stereo camera, simpler
less expensive strategies have to be taken. Adap-
tive trackers, which require online training, tend to
be expensive in the updating of the model, and for
this reason we chose not to update our person model
online and use a pre-trained detector. The Pocket
Tracker applies a traditional tracking by detection
approach based on HOG feature extraction.

4.3.1 Detector

To train our detector we make use of logistic regres-
sion, a binary classification algorithm, often used
in machine learning problems. The function we are
going to use to represent our hypothesis is:

hθ(x) = g(θTx) (1)

where x is an input example, theta are the param-

eters that describe our model and g is the sigmoid
function:

g(z) =
1

1 + e−z
(2)

The sigmoid function outputs values between 0
and 1, and hθ(θTx) can be seen as the probability
of x belonging to the positive class. By thresholding
the output of Eq. 1 we can separate positive from
negative predictions, a typical value is to consider
a prediction positive for hθ(x) ≥ 0.5 and negative
otherwise.

The training of our logistic regression classifier
consists in finding the parameters θ which minimise
the cost function in Eq. 3 across all training exam-
ples.

J(θ) =

− 1

m

 m∑
i=1

y(i) log
(
hθ(x

(i))
)
+ (1− y(i)) log

(
1− hθ(x(i))

)
+

λ

2m

n∑
j=1

θ2j

(3)
where m represents the number of training ex-

amples and n the number of features, y(i) is the
ground truth label for training sample i and λ
a regularization parameter to prevent overfitting.
Usually used in logistic regression, this cost func-
tion penalises false positives and false negatives in
the training dataset. For false positives we have
hθ(x

(i)) ≥ 0.5 and y(i) = 0, making the term
(1 − y(i)) log

(
1− hθ(x(i))

)
large. A similar situ-

ation happens with false negatives, hθ(x(i)) ≤ 0.5

and y(i) = 1, with y(i) log
(
hθ(x

(i))
)
also becoming

large. In the limit, for completely wrong predic-
tions, i.e. y(i) = 0 with hθ(x

(i)) = 1 or y(i) = 1
with hθ(x

(i)) = 0, the cost function would go to
infinity.

To find the set of parameters θ that produced the
best results we used Matlab optimisation function
fminunc.

As we are limited in both memory and speed,
our detector is run for a fixed scale, a 28× 24 pixel
sized window was chosen, which at 2 meters away
from the camera includes the head, shoulders and a
small portion of background. The size of the area
that is going to be used to search for our tracker
is also an important factor influencing the speed of
the algorithm. We could run our search in the en-
tire picture, but that would make the tracker slower,
without the need for it. The movement of our tar-
get, a human, should be mostly horizontal, a human
head maintains a relatively constant altitude. To
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give emphasis to this motion constraint of the tar-
get, we chose a region of interest (ROI) of 96× 56,
used to search for the target.

Various HOG features configurations were tested
and the results are presented in section 6.3, using
2 × 2 pixel cells without the use of blocks and 4
bins was the chosen configuration. This configura-
tion produced some of the best results as well as
being one of the fastest, it uses a small number of
bins, reducing the number of computations, and as
it does not use blocks there is no need for the extra
step of calculating them. Running the stereoboard
with this configuration gives us a frame rate of 1.68.
Although this is a low frame rate, unlike adaptive
trackers like KCF and Struck, this should not be
a problem for our tracker as long as the target re-
mains inside the region of interest.

4.3.2 Pipeline of the Tracker

In the first frame we don’t know the location of our
target, as we don’t use the full image to run the de-
tector, we start by selecting the ROI in the centre
of the frame.Our aim is to find the patch, repre-
sented by its respective x features, inside the ROI
that has the highest likelihood of being our target,
meaning, the patch that produces the highest out-
put to hθ(x). The patch that produces the highest
hθ(x) is the same as the patch that produces the
highest θTx, as such we evaluate patches directly
by this measure. To prevent the detector from se-
lecting patches that have low probability of being
selected as the output of the detectors search, i.e.
a patch that has a low θTx but still the highest in
the image, which is especially problematic when no
human is present in the scene, we introduce a detec-
tion threshold. Whenever a frame fails to produce
a detection above this threshold, the system con-
siders that no detection has occurred and enters its
redetection mode. During this redetection mode the
output of the tracker is a perfectly centred bound-
ing box, as to result in the drone just hovering in
place, while waiting for the next successful detec-
tion. Following a frame with a successful detection,
the ROI is selected centred in the position of the
previous detection, where the detector searches for
a new target position.

As debugging is extremely limited on the stere-
oboard, the only possible form of communication is
a flashing led, prototyping of the tracker was done
on C and is made available in [5], as well as the
code used for extracting the features, annotating
the data set and training the detector.

5. Control System Design
We could say that in a person following task, the
perfect controller is the one that can maintain the
person in the centre of the camera image, at a fixed

distance from him or her. Most trackers, including
the three used during this work, Struck [17], KCF
[18] and the Pocket Tracker, output their location
in the format of a bounding box as described in
section 4. As such, the control system was built
to be easily implemented with any tracker whose
output is also a bounding box, depending essentially
on the camera that is being used. Using the field
of view and the pixel resolution of the camera, it
is possible to calculate angles in the image and use
them in turn to calculate distances.

The implemented control scheme makes use of
the control loops of paparazzi, by analysing the be-
haviour of the output bounding box, the position
of the person relative to the drone is calculated and
used to generate the references that are fed to the
control loops. Yaw and Altitude control have a very
similar approach while the control in the horizon-
tal plane is slightly different. An overview of the
various components of the system leading up to the
control of the drone is presented in Fig. 2.

5.1. Yaw and Altitude Control
The reference point is the centre of the frame, cen-
tring the person in that point can be divided into
two control problems, yaw and altitude control. By
dividing the field of view of the camera, fov, by the
number of corresponding pixels, npixels, we get the
approximate angle per pixel, let’s call it anglestep:

anglestep =
fov

npixels
(4)

When a detection is made, the centre of the
bounding box has a horizontal and vertical pixel dis-
placement, respectively hpixel and vpixel, from the
centre of the frame, as can be seen in Fig. 3(a).
These displacements can be used to calculate the
associated horizontal and vertical angle displace-
ments, hangle and vangle, which can be seen in Fig.
3(b) and 3(c), using the following equation:

angledisp = pixeldisp × anglestep (5)

The yaw reference, hangle, can be directly calcu-
lated using Eq. 5, in which pixeldisp is hpixel, vangle
can be calculated in an analogous way.

To calculate the altitude reference, an extra infor-
mation is needed, the distance between the target
and the camera, dtarget, which is calculated for the
Horizontal control, and as such explained in section
5.2. Through the use of trigonometry the verti-
cal distance displacement, vdist is calculated with
dtarget and vangle.

vdist = dtarget × tan(vangle) (6)
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Figure 3: These three figures represent three views of a frame with a detection on it, the drawn bounding
box, and the three dimensional position of the camera in space. From left to right we have the frontal
view, then the side view and lastly the top view. The various parameters used to calculate the references
for the control system are depicted in the figures. The bounding box height and width are respectively
BBh and BBw, the centre of the bounding box is PBB and the centre of the frame is Pc. The rest of the
parameters are explained in sections 5.1 and 5.2.

5.2. Horizontal Control
5.2.1 Scale Adaptive Trackers

The horizontal control works on the position along
the axis that is pointing towards the front of the
aircraft, which is also the camera axis. References
are generated for the aircraft to move forth and back
in this direction, while trying to maintain a fixed
distance from the person. The distance we want to
keep from the person, ddesired is a parameter of the
system and the error, derror we want to minimize
comes from the subtracting from this distance the
calculated distance from the target:

derror = ddesired − dtarget (7)

The tracker is initialised at a fixed distance and
with a fixed box size, as such we know the real
height, heightreal, corresponding to the bounding
box pixel height. If the person gets closer or fur-
ther away from the camera, the pixel size of the
bounding box changes, but the equivalent real size
is kept constant, if tracking is successful of course.
Through the use of Eq. 5 we can calculate the
vertical angle associated with the pixel height of
the bounding box, heightangle. Using heightreal and
heightangle we can calculate dtarget with the follow-
ing trigonometric relation:

dtarget =
heightreal

tan(heightangle)
(8)

5.2.2 Fixed Scale Trackers

The detector used in the pocket tracker doesn’t
adapt to scale, as mentioned before, making the
strategy used for the other trackers unfeasible.
Working with a stereo camera gives us access to the
disparity map corresponding to the images that we
are using for tracking. With a pair of images from a

stereo system, by matching the pixels in one of the
images with the corresponding pixels in the other
image, we can calculate the displacements between
each pair of pixels, the image formed by all these
displacements is the disparity map. The disparity
map can in turn be used to calculate the depth map,
which contains an estimate of the distance at which
each pixel is from the camera. As it will be seen
in the experimental results section 6.3, successful
detections are very accurate, always with the head
of the person it is tracking in the centre of the de-
tection window. Matching pixels from the centre of
the detection window with the corresponding pixels
in the depth map and averaging over them gives us
an estimate of the distance between the drone and
the target.

6. Experimental Results
Our aim was to figure what strategy would enable
us to implement a person following system onboard
a small pocket drone. The parrot Bebop was used
as a platform to test out two state of the art al-
gorithms, KCF and Struck. Both visual trackers
had C++ open source implementations by the re-
spective authors, which were adapted to work with
paparazzi on the Bebop. Due to the large field of
view of the camera of the Bebop, only a crop of the
full image was used, a 124 × 96 pixel image, with
a field of view of 60 degrees. We first discuss the
results for the two trackers, then the experiments
on the Pocket Tracker and finally the reference cal-
culations.

6.1. Struck
When run on a normal computer, Struck presents
very good results, it easily handles changes in ap-
pearance, e.g. a person rotating, abrupt movements
like quick changes in the direction of movement are
also not a problem and adapts very smoothly the
size of the bounding box to the size of the person.
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Figure 4: Detection results for the pocket tracker,
the four images on the left correspond to positive
detections by the Pocket Tracker, while the images
on the right correspond to difficult situations where
the pocket tracker failed to produce positive detec-
tions. The images were recovered from the stereo
camera.

Though very promising, this performance comes at
a cost, when faced with weaker hardware, the speed
at which the tracker can run decreases, which re-
sults in deteriorated performance. Though it can
still run fully onboard the Bebop, the frame rate
drops dramatically to 0.3 frames per second, be-
coming impossible to obtain any kind of tracking
past the first frame.

6.2. KCF
Similarly to Struck, KCF shows impressive results
when tested at higher speeds. With its much faster
framework, when compared to Struck, it is able to
run at 3.5 frames per second onboard the Bebop.
Tracking is achieved but the relative movement of
the target with regard to the image plane that the
tracker can handle becomes very limited. The ca-
pacity to adapt to scale also suffers from the low
frame rate, performing very crudely in its adaption
to objects coming closer or further away from the
camera. For a slow moving object the tracker can
handle the task, but for the normal speed of a per-
son, it drifts aways from the target very quickly.

6.3. Pocket Tracker
In this section we present the results obtained for
the detector of the Pocket Tracker, its main compo-
nent, trained and tested for different HOG features
configuration and for different regularisation pa-
rameters for the logistic regression training phase.
The dataset used to train the detector was made
using the stereocamera, ground truth positive sam-
ples were manually annotated and negative samples
extracted from the background. We used 764 pos-
itive samples of a person with different orientation
angles, i.e. samples from all 360 degrees of rota-
tion, and 1000 negative samples extracted from the
background. The test sequence used to evaluate the
results of the various detector configurations was
made of 167 images, with a section where tracking
presented reasonable to excellent results depending
on the configuration in place, and a section in which
the pixel values of the background were very similar
to those of the person and as such the performance
of the detector deteriorated for all configurations.
Examples of those two sections can be seen in Fig.

4. We used always the same training dataset and
test sequence in order to ensure comparable results.

A first phase of tests consisted in running our test
sequence for different block sizes and block overlap
pairs, for a fixed number of HOG bins, across a
wide range of λ (see Eq. 3) values. Then, for the
λ that showed the best result in each of the three
best configurations, similar tests were run, now for
a fixed λ, block size and and block overlap, while
varying the number of HOG bins.

To evaluate the performance of the detector
we used three different metrics, the percentage of
failed detections, the Object Tracking Performance
(OTP) [25] and the Average Tracking Accuracy
(ATA) [20]. For the first one we use the PASCAL
criterion [15]: ∣∣T i ∩GT i∣∣∣∣T i ∪GT i∣∣ ≥ 0.5 (9)

where T i and GT i represent respectively the de-
tected bounding box in frame i and the ground
truth bounding box in frame i. Whenever the Pas-
cal criterion is met, i.e. theintersection area of the
two boxes divided by the union area is greater than
0.5, a detection is considered as successful, if bellow
this threshold we consider it to be a failed detection.
The OTP gives us a measure of how accurate the
detector is for the cases where positive detections
were achieved, discarding the frames where Eq. 9
is not met. OTP is given by:

OTP =
1

|Ms|
∑
i∈Ms

∣∣T i ∩GT i∣∣∣∣T i ∪GT i∣∣ (10)

where Ms denotes that set of frames with posi-
tive detections. Finally ATA, very similar to OTP,
calculates the average accuracy across all frames in-
cluding the ones with true positives and the ones
with false positives:

ATA =
1

Nframes

∑
i

∣∣T i ∩GT i∣∣∣∣T i ∪GT i∣∣ (11)

The ATA is the metric that gives us the best eval-
uation on the overall performance of the detector,
penalised by both the inaccuracy of the detector on
positive detections and on failed detections.

All the results of the tests to follow are presented
in Fig. 5, each configuration is identified by a letter
in the legend, and the correspondence between that
letter and the configuration specifications can be
found in Table 1.

6.3.1 Block Configuration

As the bounding box in our detector is of fixed size,
not all HOG configurations fit well into the size of
the box, as an example, if we had a 5 × 5 pixel
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Figure 5: Performance results for the logistic regression trained detector. On top we have the results for
HOG feature configuration, while varying λ (see Eq. 3), evaluated from left to right on OTP, ATA and
percentage of fails respectively. On the bottom we have the results for fixed λ, while varying the number
of bins, nbins, performed on the three best configurations from the top row, again evaluated from left to
right on OTP, ATA and percentage of fails respectively.

Table 1: HOG configurations.

Configuration Block Size
[cells]

Block Overlap
[fraction of block]

A 1×1 0
B 2×2 0
C 2×2 1/2
D 3×3 2/3
E 4×4 3/4
F 4×4 1/2

window and used 2 × 2 pixel cells, we would not
be able to fit an integer number of cells into such
window. Each configuration was tested for different
regularisation values, ranging from 0.03 up to 30, in
steps of roughly three times the previous value, and
whenever necessary, lower and higher values were
tested for, until convergence was achieved. In this
testing phase we used 9 bins, which was the number
of bins that gave the best equilibrium between speed
and accuracy in the original work by Dalal and Trigs
[8].

The OTP, Fig. 5(a), was very high for all tested
configuration and regularisation values, with val-
ues always close 0.9, it reflects how well the out-
put bounding box matches with the ground truth
results for positive detections. It’s the ATA, Fig.
5(b), and the percentage of fails, Fig. 5(c), that
clearly shows us that two of the configurations have
much better results than the others, respectively the
1×1 and 2×2 cells per block configuration without

overlap. Block overlap turns out not to be bene-
ficial for the detectors performance, in contrary to
what was to be expected.

6.3.2 Bin configuration

Configuration A, B and C were the ones that
achieved the best results, even though A and C
clearly surpass the performance of B and the oth-
ers, we still tested the three of them for different
numbers of bins, using the regularisation values that
produced the best results within each configuration.
Going from 1 to 9 bins, the lower numbers already
presented impressive results, even with 1 bin some
correct detections were achieved, the intensity of
the gradients alone gives us a hint at how good
the HOG descriptor is. Increasing the number of
bins quickly gets the results near the ones we get
for 9 bins, with 4 bins sometimes getting better re-
sults than any other number. OTP, Fig. 5(d), is
again very high to all tested configurations, while
ATA, Fig. 5(e), and the percentage of fails, Fig.
5(f), gives very close results for the A and C con-
figurations. As 4 bins already produced very good
results, and the difference in performance between
using 1×1 and 2×2 cells per block is very small, we
chose to use configuration A with 4 bins, both fast
and with some of the most accurate results, also
benefits from not needing to calculate blocks and
the step between tested image patches is smaller, 1
cell instead of 2. The frame rate for configuration
A, for varying number of bins is presented in Table
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2.

Table 2: Frame rates with the number of bins for
configuration A.

nBins 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
fps 2.56 2.09 1.89 1.68 1.49 1.39 1.27 1.20 1.15

6.4. Reference generation
As we make use of the control loops of paparazzi,
our evaluations go into the accuracy of the refer-
ences we are generating. There are two main mea-
surements influencing the references, angle mea-
surements based on pixel displacements and dis-
tances based on the adaptive size of the bounding
box.

To evaluate the angle measurements we compared
for different angle positions, going for −25◦ to 25◦,
in 5◦ steps with 0◦ being the centre of the frame
where the KFC tracker was initialised on the be-
bop. These measurements can be seen as direct re-
sults for yaw reference. For distance measurements
the camera of a macbook air was used because of
the aforementioned low frame rates when on board
the drone, resulting in the tracker not adapting well
to scale, which is the main factor influencing dis-
tance calculations. Initialised with the target at a
distance of 2 meters from the camera we performed
0.25 meter steps from 1 meter to 2.5 meters away
from the camera, for higher distances the results
get too deviated due to the trackers performance,
and as such we stopped the tests there, for closer
distances the target gets too close to the camera.

For each experiment 5 repetitions were made, and
the results plotted in box plots. In Fig. 6(a) we have
the box plot for the yaw angle experiments, and in
Fig. 6(b) for the distance calculation experiments.
Both results are very positive, angle measurements
present a very small variance, note that the results
for the distance equal to 2 meters are perfect, this
is because it is the distance at which the the tracker
was initialised. The references can be concluded to
be well calculated, depending mainly on the perfor-
mance of the tracker that is generating the bound-
ing box.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, a vision based strategy for tracking
and following a person onboard a MAV is presented,
not needing external information on the location of
the person, it retrieves an estimation of the position
through the processing of the frames from the cam-
era. We first tested the performance of two adaptive
state-of-the-art trackers, KCF and Struck, onboard
the Parrot Bebop drone. The overall result for both
trackers tells us that these kinds of adaptive track-
ers work extremely well if they can run at normal
frame rates, but with the low frames per second im-
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Figure 6: Accuracy tests on angle estimation,
above, and distance estimation, below, calculated
from the detected bounding box, compared against
ground truth results.

posed by the hardware of the drone, makes tracking
very difficult for a person moving at normal speed.

As our objective was to implement a person fol-
lowing system onboard a Pocket Drone, which has
very limited hardware when compared with the Be-
bop, it was clear that a different strategy had to
be implemented, we chose a tracking by detection
framework, based on a logistic regression classifier,
trained on HOG features. Our detector performs
very well for scenes where the darkness of the back-
ground is different from the darkness of the person
that is being tracked, but when there is very little
difference between the intensity values of the pixels
of the hair and those of the background, the detec-
tor has a hard time predicting the correct location
of the person, as seen in Fig. 4.

The Pocket Tracker shows great results for such
a lightweight tracker, though some work still has to
be done to improve its robustness, one of the main
features that would increase the performance would
be the introduction of a penalisation factor to give
more emphasis to samples which are more close to
the last detection, making it more resistant to the
presence of multiple people in the scene.
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Tests should be performed on the detector for dif-
ferent template window sizes, and make a detailed
evaluation into the accuracy of the depth map re-
covered from the stereocamera. Finally extensive
flight tests need to be performed in order to evalu-
ate the performance of our strategy in a real envi-
ronment.
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